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ABSTRACT: In OFDM systems Channel coding plays a very important role. Channel coding along with
frequency and time interleaving, provides a link between bits which are transmitted on separate
carriers of the signal spectrum, in such a manner that
the
message
conveyed
can
be
easily
reconstructed by faded carriers. Security in the wireless network is a critical issue. By most wireless
and wired communication standards Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is the
most reliable modulation technique which has been adopted. In this paper the objective is to
carry out an efficient implementation of the OFDM system using different combinations of
Encryption and compression
algorithm
for
the
energy optimization on data transmission is
carried out. The best combination for the encryption and compression of the data transmission and
energy optimization is found out and implemented in NS2 for finding different parameters like delay,
energy and throughput.
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and encryption algorithms. The analysis of
I.
INTRODUCTION
these algorithms can be used for finding
Some
applications
required
to
various parameters which is applied in this
transmit same message or information which
proposed system. As their classification is done
contains signal over channels. When there is a
on
the
basis
of
transformation
and
high percentage of
unreliability
of
compression transformation algorithm should be
transmission
of
any information then at that
rearranged or modify the data to optimize input.
time some special types of modes of transmission
The new data compression technique has been
should be selected. So to
overcome
the
proposed in this paper which is based on bit
effects
of
collision
or interference
quantization level and is renamed as KSA
multichannel signaling is introduced in wireless
algorithm[7].
communication systems. By doing so one can
In this paper, comparison of the
transmit same message or information which
variouscompression
algorithms along with
contains signal over channels so that the
new compression technique is clearly discussed
information can be recovered. To reduce storage
and is combined with various cryptographic
cost by eliminating redundancies which occurs in
techniques and then transferred over channels
number of files, data compression techniques are
using OFDM transmitter
and
receiver.
At
used. As we know two types of data compression
the OFDM transmitter text file is randomly
techniques are there: one is lossy and another is
selected and compression is performed and then
lossless and for reducing file size after decoding,
encryption is done. At the OFDM receiver
lossy compression technique is used for video,
encrypted data is first decrypted and then
[4]
audio and text compression . For storage of
decompressed. MATLAB simulation for the best
dataand for transmission we have to pay money
crypto system is shown in figure 1, figure2,
and this cost increases with the quantity of
[6]
figure 3 and the results were observed
.This
data available. But this cost can be reduced
crypto system is then applied to wireless
by processing the data so that it takes less
communication network using NS2 software.
transmission time and less memory and for this
Observation shows that the new
proposed
we have to find compression ration.
compression technique when combined with
Various data types consist of many
cryptographic technique gives the best results in
lumps of repeated data. Such “raw” or fresh
terms of various parameters like delay,
data can be altered into a compressed data
throughput and energy.
representation form which saves a lot of storage
As it is known cryptography is an art
and transmission costs. Well- known data
of hiding information
and has been known
compression algorithms are available and
this
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from a long time ,e.g. credit cards, debit
cards,
bank accounts, important documents
and what not, everything needs protection.
Without
the identical
crypto-compression
key,
the decompression process will be
disabling and the cryptanalysis can‟t even be
completed. The result shows that
if KSA
is
combined
with cryptographic algorithm
through
protocol
or without
protocol
performance is improved as compared common
algorithms.
This
can
be improved by
compression and encryption, such type of
scheme is known as compression–crypto scheme.
That means ciphering/encryption is indeed a
secure
coding
technique
and
data
compression So the data, which needs to be
protected, is increasing at a rapid rate and can be
handled a bit if we can remove the redundancy or
can
reduce its size and for this both
encryption algorithm and compression technique
have to be combined and made them work on
data so that our valuable information or message
or file will be of compressed and encrypted form
and is easy to handle and secure because of
its reduced size and encrypted form which
extends many advantages like saves space,
manageable, easily transferrable, practical, and
feasible.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In the paper “A Comparative Study of
Lossless Compression Algorithm on Text
Data”, Jain et al.,2013 shows the comparison
of different lossless compression algorithm
over text data which contain different text
patterns and had drawn compression ratio of
all the algorithm by considering the compression
time, decompression time and from comparison
they concluded that the Huffman Encoding is
.[1]
considered as the most efficient algorithm
The
paper
“Network
Conscious
Text
Compression System” (NCTCSys) by N. Motgi &
A.Mukherjee, 2001 proposes
to tackle the
problem of transmitting explosively increasing
[2]
data on the internet.
Franceschini et al., 1996 in "Data
CompressionUsing Encrypted Text,” presents
an algorithm for text compression that exploits
the properties of the words in a dictionary to
[3]
produce an encryption of given text
.
In the paper “A Comparative Study of
Some Symmetric
and
Asymmetric
Key
Cryptography Algorithms”, Nivedita Bisht &
Sapna Singh,
2015suggested importance of data security
in wireless network and for this proved
that cryptography plays a crucial role which
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means “secret writing”. This paper provides a
comparative study between various encryption
algorithms like AES, DES, RSA and DIFFIE[4].
HELLMAN
The principal goal of the paper “A
performance comparison of data encryption
algorithms”, A. Nadeem, 2006 has given the
design of encryption algorithm which must be
secured against unauthorized attacks. Based on the
experiments, it has been concluded that the
Blowfish is the best performing algorithm
among the algorithms chosen for implementation
[9]
.
III.

PROPOSED COMPRESSION AND
DECOMPRESSION ALGORITHM

The different steps of the proposed algorithm are:
(1) Take input data string of random length or
specified length.
(2) Decimate the data length by 2
(3) Convert decimal data string to binary
(4) Find the polarity of consecutive input sample
as if next_sample > current_sample
Make LSB bit of current output as „1‟
Else make LSB bit of current output as „0‟ (5)
Convert binary data string to decimal
(6) We will get compressed output data string For
decompression:
(1) Take first compressed output bit as it is
(2)Consider two consecutive bits and check
current _sample and next_sample
(3) Convert decimal data string to binary
(4) If current_sample has 1 in LSB position then
current _sample is always equal to new_output.
else add two consecutive samples and divide it by
2 that will be new_sample
unauthorized attacks. Based on the experiments, it
has been concluded that the Blowfish is the best
performing algorithm among the algorithms
[9]
chosen for implementation .
III.

PROPOSED COMPRESSION AND
DECOMPRESSION ALGORITHM

The different steps of the proposed algorithm are:
(1) Take input data string of random length or
specified length.
(2) Decimate the data length by 2
(3) Convert decimal data string to binary
(4) Find the polarity of consecutive input sample
as if next_sample > current_sample
Make LSB bit of current output as „1‟
Else make LSB bit of current output as „0‟ (5)
Convert binary data string to decimal
(6) We will get compressed output data string For
decompression:
(1) Take first compressed output bit as it is
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(2)Consider two consecutive bits and check
current _sample and next_sample
(3) Convert decimal data string to binary
(4) If current_sample has 1 in LSB position then
current _sample is always equal to new_output.
else add two consecutive samples and divide it by
2 that will be new_sample
(5) Convert binary data string to decimal.
Repeat the same process for complete
data length; we will get decompressed output bits
The length of input bits will always equal
to
length
of decompressed data bits. This
algorithm can apply to any number of data bits
and this algorithm is named as KSA algorithm.

IV.

www.ijera.com

Table 1: Parametric Evaluation of compression
and encryption techniques along with
new compression KSA algorithm

SECURE DATA TRANSMISSION
WITH KSA ALGORITHM

Combination of compression and
encryption of large text data gives an efficient
way of handling as this reduces the size first
and then makes the reduced size secured,
which is a less time consuming process. Such
methods can be helpful in saving memory, cost
and transfer of data.
In this paper to prove cryptanalysis we
have taken the sample of text i.e. say
100bits,200bits, compressed it with common
algorithms such as RLE,DCT,DWT,LZW. Also
we have combined this technique with different
encryption algorithm such as AES, Interleaver,
Hill-Climbing, RSA, ECC. Then the parameters
like normal data size ,compressed data size,
time required for compression ,time required
for encryption ,total time
required
for
complete cryptanalysis and compression ratio
has been found. We have found that our KSA
technique gives better results as compared to the
above techniques.
Following Table 1 shows the parametric
evaluation and proposed method provided good
results by combining with encryption algorithms
and is found to be better in all terms. Experimental
Analysis and Results
After
the
combination
of
compression
and encryption techniques the best combination
have been found out and energy optimization is
carried out over channels using OFDM
transmitter and receiver
using
security
protocol SSL(Socket Secure Layer).
The number of sensor nodes can
be varied 30,40,50 and accordingly energy,
delay and throughput have been observed.
KSA_energy, KSA_delay and KSA_throughput
are energy, delay and throughput respectively
when KSA combination is to be best found
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Table 2: Energy Comparison table when protocol
is not applied and using KSA for nodes=30
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Figure 1: Comparative energy graph with number
of nodes = 50 and stop time = 0.1sec

experimental results it has been proved that it
leads to increase not only security but is also
energy efficient. The complete
suggested
design
makes
the cryptanalysis difficult for
the intruder which is achieved effectively through
a module which is a perfect blend of new
compression technique with cryptography
principles. This design is really instrumental
in providing very big challenge to the intruders
who attempt to break the algorithms by any
means. Thus it can be concluded that the secret
data can be transmitted securely in an insecure
media using this module. Proposed algorithm
is viewed best in terms of speed, cost, throughput,
security and power consumption.

Figure 2: Comparative delay graph with number of
nodes = 50 and stop time = 0.1sec
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